
Mountains Beyond Mountains
Quilt designed by Leutenegger

A Wandering Mind fabric designed by Kathy Doughty for Leutenegger
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Mountains Beyond Mountains Quilt
Finished size: King single, approx 160 x 210cm
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Fabric Requirements:
You will need 1x fat quarter (18”x22”) of each of the fabrics shown below.
We used the Wandering Mind 23pc Fat Quarter Stack from Leutenegger code LFQ00508-0

You will need:
• Wandering Mind fabric as listed below
• Quilting ruler with 600 line marking
• Batting of your choice 
• Backing fabric of your choice. You will need about 4.6mt of 42” fabric.  
  We used Wandering Mind fabric Sultans Stars in Aqua L00503-2
• Binding - You can use continuous bias binding, or make your own from a 50cm cut of 42” fabric. 
  We used Scattered Stars in Plum L00507-6
• General sewing supplies (rotary cutter, scissors, safety pins, thread, sewing machine etc)
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Cutting:

1. Cut each fat quarter into three equal strips of 6”x22”each. In total you will end up with 66 strips.

2. To cut your triangles, use your quilting ruler and line up the 60° line marking along the bottom of your  
fabric strip. With your rotary cutter, make your first cut on the diagonal ruler angle. 
Note: To save cutting time, we layered three strips on top of each other and cut them together.

3. Flip your ruler to use the alternate 60 degree line marking and cut the other side of the triangle.  
Make sure the ruler is lined up properly to create the top point of the triangle. 

4. Continue along the strip in this way, until you have cut 5 full triangles.  
Keep the half triangles from the start and end of the strips, as these will form the edges of your quilt.  

Each fat quarter will yield 15 full triangles, and 6 half triangles.
In total you will end up with 345 full triangles and 138 half triangles. 
The quilt requires 336 full triangles, so you will have a few spare triangles left over to allow for any cutting mistakes. 
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Lay Out:

1. Group your triangles into four colour families of blue/grey tones, gold tones, pink/purple tones, and red tones. 

2. Use a flannel wall, or use a large clean floor area, to lay out your triangles following the colour guide below.  
Refer to the image on the front of this pattern if you want to mimic our exact arrangement.

3. You are aiming to create two large ‘mountain’ shapes, one from the gold tones, and another from the blue/grey 
tones. The surrounding left and right side areas are filled in with red tones and pink/purple tones.  

4. After laying everything out, take a step back and see if you are happy with the overall balance of colour and 
pattern. Move things around until you get the effect that feels satisfying to you.
Note: We recommend that you line up your triangle rows with the grain kept straight, so there will be less warping 
when you sew your rows together.
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Piecing Together:

1. Piece the quilt together one triangle at a time, working in horizontal rows. Sew each triangle down the side 
seams, right sides together, with a ¼ inch seam (5-6mm), until you have completed the row. Press seams open.  
Trim off the little dog-ear triangle tips that hang above and below the straight edge of the row. This will ease the 
bulk when sewing rows together. 

2. Once all rows are completed and pressed, you can start to join them together. Work one row at a time and pin 
together with the points of the triangles aligned. Sew with right sides facing,  with ¼ inch (5mm) seam allowance.  
Note: You might find it easiest to sew rows 1-8 together, and rows 9-16 together, then join those two sections 
together in the centre.

Backing Fabric:

1. Once all rows are sewn together, give the quilt top a good press. The quilt top should measure approximately  
160 x 210cm. Take a final measurement to check the exact size before you cut your backing fabric. You want to 
have enough backing to give a 4” (10cm) border on all sides to allow for shrinkage when quilting (approx 180 x 
230cm).

2. From the backing fabric, cut two equal pieces, both equivalent to the length of your quilt top plus 10cm (8”). 
Trim off the selvedge. Cut one piece in half lengthwise, so that you now have three pieces of backing fabric. The 
widest piece (the uncut panel) will form the centre of your backing. The cut pieces will be sewn down either side.

3. Sew the three pieces together with ½” (1.3cm) seam allowance. Press seams open.  
Trim the width of the completed backing down to be equivalent to the width of your quilt top plus 10cm (8”). 

quilt top length + 10cm
 (8”)

42” (110cm) width fabric21” (55cm) 21” (55cm)
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Backing Fabric:

1. Lay your backing fabric down on a large flat surface (floor or table) with wrong side facing up. Smooth out 
any wrinkles. 

2. Layer your quilt batting over the backing fabric, lining up all outer edges evenly.

3. Place the quilt top over the batting, with right side facing up, positioning it in the centre of the backing/
batting layer, so that there is an even border on all sides. Smooth out all the layers, taking care not to stretch 
or distort the seams on the quilt top.

4. Start at the centre and pin through all three layers with curved safety pins. Work your way out to the edges 
of the quilt, pinning approx every 8” (10cm)  in all directions.

5. Quilt as desired. Once all quilting is completed, remove the pins and trim the backing and batting layers to 
line up with the quilt top edges. You are now ready to add the binding. Use either continuous bias binding, or 
make your own using Kathy Doughty’s method as described below.

Binding:

1. From your 50cm length of binding fabric, cut 7 strips at 2.5” x 42” each (approx 6cm x 110cm)

2. Sew the binding strips together end to end with a 450 angle, as shown below. Trim off the large triangles 
from the angled seam allowance down to a ¼ inch seam. Sewing on the angle creates less bulk at the joins 
when attaching the binding to the quilt.
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3. Smooth out your binding strip into one long continuous piece. Press seams open and trim the dog-ear tips. 

4. Fold your binding strip in half along the length and press flat. 

5. Starting from one end of the strip, pin the binding to one edge of the quilt. Begin about 4” (10cm) in from a 
corner, with raw edges aligned. Machine sew in place through all layers, using a ¼” seam allowance.

6. When you approach the point at which the binding started, fold the beginning edge into itself, and then 
tuck the end of the strip under the folded section. Make sure the fabric is flat and sew in place.

7. Press the binding away from the quilt. Turn the binding to the back of the quilt and blind hem stitch in 
place by hand to complete your quilt! Enjoy!
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